RISING MILLENNIALS IN BUSINESS ENTREPRENEURSHIP

LOCAL FAVORITES
PAUL BOBADILLA TAKES YOU
BEHIND THE GRIND OF A LOCAL
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
COFFEE STARTUP
What do companies like Google, Microsoft, Dell,
Yankee Candle, Harley Davidson, and Amazon have
in common? They all have founders who started
their businesses from the common corporate
offices known as, "garages." Growing from oneproduct-wonders to global brand giants, you can
bet several cups of coffee were consumed along the
way. The entrepreneurial spirit is not only fueled by
these rich cups of roasted goodness, it is, in this
case, inspired by it.
Paul Bobadilla, owner and visionary of Trinity CBC
in San Pedro, CA started his coffee business from
(you guessed it) his garage. Although he had a
great career in the film industry working for such
companies as Sony, Netflix, and Hulu, it was the
desire to be his own boss that motivated him to
start his own business.

LOCAL PASSION, GLOBAL RESOURCES

It happened sort of organically, with the goal of
bringing people together. His neighbors (and first,
loyal customers) began to show up at his garage in
the Port of Los Angeles for a cup of coffee and
conversation. Then his mission of connectivity and
social good spread into the community. Now Trinity
CBC serves coffee at a variety of pop-up locations
"from the Hollywood Hills" to their "hometown
barrio in San Pedro."
So what is behind the grind of this Southern
California coffee startup? Paul's personal passion,
commitment to quality, and understanding of the
coffee supply chain. One of his primary job
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responsibilities, and there are many, consists of
sourcing the coffee beans. Trinity CBC obtains its
beans from various coffee traders, and only from
ethical farms.
Paul said, "The global coffee-supply chain is vast,
and we want to partner with those willing and able
to enhance our local and universal economy."
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From a global perspective, it’s important Paul speaks the
"different languages" of coffee trading from all over the
world. Knowing how to evaluate or negotiate contracts
and understand some of the socio-economic perspectives
from where the coffee beans originate is crucial. Even such
things as weights and measurements can vary
geographically.
“Remember,” Paul states, “a 69-kilo bag might be the
standard measurement in Latin America but when we
look at other countries like Africa, the measurement of
coffee might not be in a 69-kilo sack. We also need to have
a keen awareness of mathematics and conversion when
purchasing.

A COMMUNITY COLLEGE SUCCESS STORY

Paul attended Harbor Community College and Chapman
University, but attributes his industry-specific skills to,
“reading a lot of articles and books, listening to coffee
podcasts, and through learned experiences.” He does wish
he had taken more business classes, especially
Accounting.
Paul admits the errors he’s made with accounting have
been costly. Taking affordable business courses at a local
community is not only smart, but can save you from
making pricey mistakes with people, partners, and profit.
Who knew so many business and supply chain activities
were behind each tasty sip? Having a global mindset,
some basic business skills, and becoming a subject matter
expert are essential elements for new entrepreneurs.
Reflecting on his youth, Paul wishes he had known he
didn’t need to seek the approval of others and could have
been an independent thinker. He concludes, "Be aware
and put a focus on your mental discipline so you can make
the right decisions at the right time and be a leader in
your own community."
Great ideas come from everywhere--even out of garages.
If you've got the passion, the next step is preparation. Let
your local community college give you the edge.
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